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Abstract: In this paper, a new tank with cryogenic charging (liquid nitrogen) is introduced. On the basis of this tank it is
proposed to create a throttle cooling system, which may have enhanced characteristics compared with a throttle cooling
system based on high pressure tank. This article deals with first results of tests of a tank with cryogenic charging (liquid
nitrogen), which have been made at level of pressure to 4 MPa. Also it is shown that the behavior of parameters in a tank
on time corresponds to calculation model.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currently cooling of IR-receivers, elements of optical
systems and other devices installed on aircrafts is an
essential requirement for many aerospace projects [1]. A
cooling system may have different weight, power
consumption, size, reliability, cooling efficiency and
thermostatic control temperature parameters.
Onboard cooling systems can be divided into three main
types:
•

Closed-cycle thermo-mechanical cooling system;

•

Disposable open-cycle cooling systems using, for
example, high-pressure gas;

•

Vortex cooling system [2].

Refrigerants that are either in subcritical or supercritical
state, solidified refrigerant and liquid stored at room
temperature are used in these systems.
The simplest and the least expensive disposable cooling
system is the cooling system based on the Joule-Thomson
effect, and using gaswhich is under high-pressure equal to 760 MPa.
Usage of helium, hydrogen, argon or nitrogen offer an
opportunity to provide a temperature level of cooling equal
from 74 K to 4.2 K when the total heat capacity of the object
from 0.1 to 10 watts.
Higher cleanliness requirements are placed on working
bodies of bottled throttle systems that is implemented by
means of their regasification from cryogenic liquid state,
after which they are filled into atankwith the help of
compression or bypass from high-pressure accumulators.
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Operation time of throttle cooling systems depends on
the mass of the fueling and required cooling efficiency.
Cryogenic liquids are also used in space engineering in
cooling systems on board of aircrafts. But for some
operational requirements their application causes certain
difficulties.
Thus, from the above it follows that objectively useful
and relevant will be development and creation of general
purpose equipment which can meetthe existing technologies
of compressed gases and cryogenic liquids use.
For example, at gas compressor stations with the existing
infrastructure and charging technologies it would be
appropriate to combine the currently used method for tanks
fuelingby compression with charging from cryogenicallyliquid state.
2. A TANK WITH CRYOGENIC CHARGING
An example of a combination of existing and perspective
technologies is a patent “Fuel Tank” of Samara State
Aerospace University (patent No.2163699, Russia, IPC
7F17C9/02, 99114577/06 appl. 02.07.1999, publ. 27.02.
2001. Bul. No. 6). Fig. (1) is a sketch of the tank described in
this patent [3].
Its feature is a cryogenic fueling which allows to increase
the operating time of the throttle system by 2-2,5 times with
the same volume and weight of charged working fluid.
The underlying ideas of this invention are that in case of
recharging of the tank by a gas product, it works as a usual
one, and in case of refueling it by a cryogenic component
having equal massthe tank operates in more favorable
pressure conditions. In addition, the internal "thermos"
container for the cryogenic component and thermal
insulation prevents heat strokes typical for usual tanks
andmoderate the conditions of thermal cycle reliability of the
structure. Calculations show that the cycles of strength load
of the tank fueled using pressure are three times lower than
when it is charged using compression [4].
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Fig. (1). 1-Tank with cryogenic fueling: 1-shut-off valve; 2-safety
valve; 3-tank; 4-insulation; 5-isolation of the inner container; 6internal container; 7-bearing spacers; 8-filter; 9-radial spacers; 10tumbler; 11-filling tube; 12-coil; 13-bellow valve; 14-fitting.

3. THROTTLE COOLING SYSTEM BASED ON TANK
WITH CRYOGENIC CHARGING
Use of this tank with cryogenic fueling in throttling
cooling systems is perspective [3]. In the paper [5] the
calculation of the basic characteristics of the throttle cooling
systems (TCS) based on a high-pressure tank (HPT) and on
the basis of a tank with cryogenic fueling (TCF). In the first
case a high-pressure tank charged with nitrogen with initial
pressure ро=30 МPa and temperature Tо=293К is used in the
throttle system.
In the second case a tank with cryogenic fueling (TCF) is
used as a part of the throttle system. The made
thermodynamic calculations showed that in the case of such
tank fueling with cryogenic product (nitrogen) the
equilibrium state of the system tank-working fluid take place
in 30-40 hours. The temperature of the latter is Тo=130-170К
at pressure рo=3 МPa. In both cases the initial mass of the
working fluid is the same. Fig. (2) shows the working cycles
for the two variants of the throttle cooling system.

Fig. (2). Throttle cooling systems operation: a) operating process in
T-S diagram; b)-throttle cooling systems diagrams: I-standard tank
system; II-system TCF; HPT-high-pressure tank; B-shut-off valve;
D-throttle valve; IC-inner container (thermos); I-heat insulation;
TCF-tank with cryogenic fueling, T-heat exchanger.

Pressure level during the tests was limited to safety
requirements, however it did not influence the
thermophysical processes. Weight of the container with
safety automation was 8.8 kg (Fig. 3). Thank wall
temperature in different sections depending on the time of
operationin the charging mode was recorded by thermal
camera and is shown in Fig. (4).

4. SIMULATION TESTS OF A TANK WITH
CRYOGENIC
CHARGING
FOR
THROTTLE
COOLING SYSTEM
Simulation tests of a tank with cryogenic charging for
throttle cooling system showed the validity of theoretical
models and calculation methods, and the reliability of the
system [6, 7].
The tests were carried out for two modes: non-flow and
charging. During the tests pressure and temperature of the
tank wall, the thermos container wall, gas and liquid were
recorded. Tank pressure varied from 0,1 to 1,6 MPa.

Fig. (3). Structure and photo of the external view of the TCF
breadboard installation.
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Fig. (4). Temperature distribution of the tank wall in different sections, depending on the operation time in the charging mode (points
indexing corresponds to Fig. 3).

In Figs. (5, 6) the experimental curves of temperature and
pressure are laid down over the pressure and temperature
alignment charts, obtained using the abovementioned
procedure at fill pressure of 0.1 MPa of cryogenic liquid.
Maximum misalignment of the theoretical and
experimental data was 8 % for the pressure and 3% for the
temperature, which indicates the applicability of the
techniques.
5. TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF
TANK
WITH
CRYOGENIC
CHARGING
APPLICATION
Technical and economic assessment of TCCapplication
as a part of a throttle cooling system comparing to HPT
shows double reduction of the system weight or proportional

increase of the time of its operation compared to existing
standard systems [8].
At the same time, we compared two variants of TCC as
part of the TCS:
1.

Cooling efficiency of TCS Q = 10 W, high-pressure
tank volume and TCC is 1l.

2.

Cooling efficiency of TCS Q = 10 W, high-pressure
tank volume and TCC is 8l.

Analysis of the chart (Fig. 7) shows that TCS operation time
can be increased by 50-80% with the help of TCC (depending
on the working fluid charging mass), at the same time the mass
of TCC is greater by 5-20% than the mass of TCS at equal
cooling efficiency depending on the volume of tanks.

!
Fig. (5). Design and experimental charts of fluid, insulation, gas and TCC wall temperature changes as a function of cryogenic product
storage time (non-flow mode).
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Fig. (6). Design and experimental change of gas pressure as a function of the cryogenic product storage time in TCC (non-flow mode).

Fig. (7). Graph of variance of system operation as a function of working fluid charging mass: 1-system with TCF, tank volume-1 l.; 2-system
with HPT, tank volume-1 l. 3-system with TCF, tank volume-8l.; 4-system with HPT, tank volume-8 l.

To obtain an objective assessment of the effectiveness of
HTP application as a part of TCS a specific value such as the
operation time coefficient was introduced.

γ =

τ ∂co
mбaл

Fig. (8). Dependence of the operation time coefficient on the mass of tank charging with working fluid. 1-system with TCF, tank volume-1
l.; 2-system with HPT, tank volume-1 l. 3-system with TCC, tank volume-8l.; 4-system with HPT, tank volume-8 l.
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where τ ∂co isthe throttle system operation time, and mбал is
the working fluid mass in the system tank
Analysis of the graph (Fig. 8) shows that in case of the
same charging mass TCC as a part of TCS increases the onboard cooling system operation time by a factor of 1.2-1.5
compared with HPT. Or for some fixed operation time the
on-board TCS, which includes TCC, will be charged by the
working fluid the quantity of which is by 40-60% less
compared with TCS based on a high-pressure tank.
Based on the above it can be concluded that the use of
TCF allows to reduce mass-dimensional characteristics of
the cooling system and to increase the efficiency of
cryogenic systems application on board aircrafts.
CONCLUSION
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